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We propose a new method to detect gravitational waves, based on spatial coherence in-
terferometry using star light as opposed to conventional laser light. Two beams of light
from a distant star are used in our space-borne experiment. In contrast to existing or pro-
posed future gravitational-wave detectors where the plane of two laser beams are located
orthogonal to the propagation direction of gravitational waves at the maximum response to
gravitational waves, our stellar interferometer configures the direction of gravitational waves
along the plane of two light beams. This configuration is expected to reduce noises in the
low-frequency range significantly. Our proposed experiment would be complementary to
on-going and planned gravitational-wave detectors such as laser interferometers and pulsar
timing arrays, by covering the frequency range of 10−7 − 10−4 Hz of gravitational waves.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
Discoveries of gravitational waves (GWs) originated from merger of compact objects like black holes
(BHs) or neutron stars (NSs) [1] have been a great success in moving us toward in its demonstration
of Einstein’s theory of general relativity (GR). The recent detection of the GW170817 event by the
LIGO and VIRGO groups [2] together with the detection of corresponding electromagnetic waves
(EMs) by more than 70 observatories [3] opens a new window to our understanding of the universe.
The frequency of the GW from binary neutron star ranges from 1 to 918 Hz, and LIGO has a few
minute to observe GW for sources as far as 40 Mpc away.
The new possibilities opening with the addition of GW astronomy and would-be-soon particle
astronomy from the detection of not only neutrinos but also ultra-high energy cosmic rays to
the existing precision EM will allow us to undertake the so-called multi-messenger astrophysics
(MMA). Better, deeper, and more comprehensive understandings of the universe will emerge, with
not only compact objects and their associated extreme bursts, but also supermassive astrophysical
objects. For such challenging aims, multi-wavelength observation will be extremely important for
GW messenger, as has been done in EM astronomy over the entire range of frequencies for last
several decades. Multi-wavelength GW observation is foreseen from various detection methods
including pulsar timing array (PTA) and cosmic microwave background (CMB) polarization.
GWs are generated by the disturbances of spacetime and propagate at the speed of light. The
amplitude decreases with distance and its strain on Earth amounts to about 10−21. GWs can be
observed in the frequency ranging from 10−7 to 1011 Hz by space or ground-based detectors [4], or
down to 10−17 Hz by the CMB polarization observation indirectly [5].
The first GW detector was Weber bar detector, similar type of which are still popular these
days, for example, using a mass of a few tons and length of a few meters [6]. This resonant detectors
detect the resonant motion of elastic body excited by GW with their sensitivity of the order of
kHz.
The most successful detectors are ground-based laser interferometers such as LIGO [7] and
VIRGO [8]. KAGRA with the first cryogenic mirror is scheduled to run this year [9], while space-
borne laser interferometer like LISA [10], DECIGO [11] and BBO [12] are to launch in late 2020s
or later. ESA launched the LISA Pathfinder in 2015, a mission to test technologies needed for the
full-fledged space-based gravitational wave detector [13]. The ground interferometers are sensitive
to GWs of around 100 Hz driven by compact binaries, supernovae and pulsars, whereas the space
interferometers can detect GWs ranging from 1 Hz to 10−4 Hz with the origin of resolvable galactic
3binaries with 106 solar masses [14].
Pulsar timing arrays [15] can maximize the sensitivity to relatively low-frequency hum of col-
liding supermassive black holes, around 10−8 Hz. Pulsars are rapidly spinning neutron stars which
send us steady pulses of radio waves. A gravitational wave stretches and squeezes the space between
Earth and a pulsar, and therefore the beat appears to quicken and diminish. Several projects in-
cluding the Parkes Pulsar Timing Array in Australia [16], NANOGrav in North America [17] and
the European Pulsar Timing Array in Europe [18] are monitoring dozens of pulsars for tempo
changes, and are able to show results in the next decades.
Gravitational waves released in the wake of the Big Bang would have left a mark on the CMB
which fills the entire universe. This radiation is a relic left at the moment when light could first
travel freely through the space, about 380,000 years after the Big Bang. The CMB preserved the
space perhaps stretched and squeezed by cosmic Inflation which had happened right after the birth
of the universe. Many telescopes are searching for this signature by looking into specific patterns
in how the CMB light waves align with one another. Detection of such a extremely low frequency
GW is also challenging such that the BICEP2 already mistook foreground from dust in the Milky
Way for its cosmic quarry [19].
Other GW detectors include Doppler tracking [20] employing interplanetary satellites and/or
atomic clocks [21], and atom interferometers [22] using a man-made atom cloud as a mirror.
Over the coming decades, the observation of GWs will be pursued over a wide band ranging
from 10−16 Hz up to hundreds Hz, for example, from CMB measurements in conjunction with
data from PTA in addition to ground and space interferometers. In this regard, one can expect
a multi-wavelength GW detection analogous to the multi-wavelength EM observations that have
advanced over the preceding decades.
Interferometry is based on the light coherence which is a measure of the correlation between
the phases measured at temporally or spatially different points on a wave. Temporal coherence
measures a phase difference at points along the direction of propagation, and thus it shows how
monochromatic a source is, that is the intrinsic spectrum bandwidth of the light source. Spatial
coherence reflects a phase difference at points transverse to the direction of propagation, which
shows how uniform the phase of the wavefront is, and therefore it is affected by the size of the
source and propagation distance in use.
Laser based interferometers for GW detection such as LIGO and LISA are of a temporal coher-
ence experiment, known as a type of Michelson interferometer. These experiments take advantage
of significantly long coherence time of lasers.
4Here we propose a new method of spatial coherence experiment using spatial coherence for
detection of gravitational waves. Instead of laser, our proposal is to use stellar lights as a probe of
spacetime disturbance from GWs. This innovative method would offer a possibility to open a new
window into the unexplored parameter space of strain and frequency in GW observation.
II. SPATIAL COHERENCE EXPERIMENT FOR GW DETECTION
As described, interferometry is based on one of the two different types of light coherence: one
temporal coherence and spatial coherence. The temporal coherence time is the time that the wave
fronts remain equally spaced. That is, the field remains sinusoidal with one wavelength. The
spatial coherence length is the distance over which the beam wavefronts remain flat. Beams can
be coherent, only partially coherent, or even incoherent, in both space and time. Interference only
occurs when the waves have the same color and polarization.
The spatial coherence depends on the emitter size and its distance away. The van Cittert-
Zernike theorem states that the spatial coherence area Ac is given by Ac = D
2λ2/pid2 where d is
the diameter of the light source and D is the distance to the source. Basically wavefronts smooth
out as they propagate away from the source, and therefore star light is spatially very coherent
because stars are very far away.
We propose, for the first time, a method for GW detection in space using the spatial coherence,
as denoted hereafter by SIGN (Stellar Interferometry for GravitatioNal wave). The spatial coher-
ence is a counterpart to the notion of temporal coherence utilized in the interferometry. Temporal
coherence has been and will continue to be used in well known, on-going and near future exper-
iments, including those of the on-ground LIGO, VIRGO, KAGRA, and IndiGO observatories, as
well as the LISA, DECIGO and BBO that will operate in space.
The principles and differences between the spatial and temporal coherence interferometry are
illustrated in Fig. 1. The SIGN uses a stellar source, i.e. light from a star, for its spatial coherence
experimentation, while the LIGO and other such observatories employ lasers as light sources for
their temporal coherence experimentation. The stellar interferometry was first suggested in the
19th century by Hippolyte Fizeau [23] who noted that the diameter of an extended disk could be
measured interferometrically from measurements of the baseline length at which the fringe contrast
dropped to zero. This concept was first exploited by Albert A. Michelson and Francis G. Pease [24]
to measure the size of a star. In 1919 Michelson successfully utilized Mount Wilson Observatory’s
100-inch Hooker telescope using mirrors spaced by up to 6.1 m mounted to a beam on the top
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FIG. 1. The basic principles of the spatial (top) and temporal (bottom) coherence interferometry and
differences between them. Our proposed SIGN uses the spatial coherence while other interferometers such
as LIGO and LISA use the temporal coherence.
of the telescope tube and the telescope as a pointer and beam combiner. They determined the
diameter of six supergiant stars to sizes between 20 and 47 milliarcsec, including the diameter of
α Orionis (Betelgeuse) to 0.047 arcsec. Note that for a single star, interference disappears when
`s = 1.22λ/θs, where `s is the distance between two slits, λ is the wavelength of the EM wave from
the source, and θs is the viewing angle of the star, respectively.
Here, we apply a similar methodology to detect GWs in space. The concept and method of the
SIGN interferometry technology is depicted in Fig. 2, where the experimental setup of Michelson’s
stellar interferometer and that of the SIGN are same, but the SIGN monitors a change in detection
of interference pattern resulting from an intervention on spatial interferometer.
Figure 3 shows a conceptual comparison among LIGO, LISA and SIGN detectors for the simplest
case in which gravitational waves crosses the light rays at a right angle by propagating in the z-
direction while being polarized in the xy-plane where the effect of gravitational waves for detection
will be maximum. SIGN uses two beams for interferometry like LIGO and LISA, but configuration
is different in such a way that the plane of two beams is along the passage of GW which crosses
one beam by another.
The stellar interferometer for the detection of GWs can be designed to carry out in space,
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FIG. 2. Concept of SIGN measurement of GW from a change in detection of interference pattern due to
an intervention on spatial interferometer.
as shown in Fig. 4. A straightforward configuration is a constellation of three satellites: a host
satellite and two wing satellites, equipped with a telescope for interferometer and simple flat mirrors
of 50 × 50 cm2 in size for example, respectively. The two wing satellites serve as Youngs double
slit but reflecting star light to the host satellite. The host satellite collects the coherent light of a
distant star, which has been reflected to that telescope by the two mirror satellites. The light from
the two reflectors is combined, and the interferometer seeks changes corresponding to GW in the
resulting interference pattern.
As an alternative and much more practical solution, however, our proposed SIGN experiment
would instantiate two satellites, SIGN-1 and SIGN-2, as shown at the right side in Fig. 4. This
tandem configuration of two satellites has advantages not only in deployment and maneuvering of
satellites in space but also in experimental detection of GW using intensity (electrical) interfer-
ometer instead of amplitude (optical) interferometer. Reflection of light to the other satellite is
optional to provide redundancy measurements.
The distance between two slits, so between two satellites (`s), is an important parameter for
GW detection and its detection sensitivity in SIGN. The two satellites are separated by 10 km or
up to 1,000 km, as determined by spatial coherent length of a given star and thereby distances of
the star, 1000 Ly or 100,000 Ly, respectively, assuming the size of star similar to Sun. Refer to
the formula for spatial coherence: `s = 1.22λ/θs where λ is the wavelength of the given star light
and θs is a viewing angle of star. For these values, there are thousands candidates of bright stars
ranging from magnitude 1 to 14. Promising ones are for instance, SPICA (0.98 mag and 262 Ly
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FIG. 3. Comparison of interferometer geometry among LIGO, LISA and SIGN. A gravitational wave
propagates normal to the interferometer plane for LIGO and LISA, whereas it travels in the direction of
the interferometer plane of SIGN that is defined by two parallel EM lights. All the interferometers are not
drawn to scale for sizes.
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FIG. 4. A classical method of the three satellites configuration (left) and the tandem configuration of two
satellites (right) for stellar interferometer for detection of GW.
8distant) and SMC AB8 (12.83 mag and 197,000 Ly) where the mag is the apparent magnitude of
a star. As the name α Virginis suggests, SPICA is the brightest star in the constellation of Virgo
and the 16th brightest star in the entire night sky. A very small area of the Sun can also serve as
a stellar source of about 10 magnitude equivalent for the stellar interferometer for GW detection,
such as 0.1 milliarcsec of parallax which corresponds to about a 15×15 m2 area of the Sun’s surface
and 5 km of `s.
III. DETECTION SENSITIVITY OF SIGN
For given parameters of stellar interferometer with `s and the magnitude of star, we need to
calculate the path length difference perturbed by a GW in terms of amplitude of GW, h. This
dimensionless quantity gives a fractional change in the path length of a photon emitted from a star,
as defined by δLc/Lc where Lc corresponds to the wavelength of GW to be detected best by SIGN
and serves as a characteristic length of the SIGN experiment. Then the response of the detector
should be taken into account in terms of the response function which reflects the geometrical
configuration of the detector with respect to the GW propagation. The details of calculation of
the response function are being published elsewhere.
Here we discuss noises in the GW detection, which should be taken into account on top of a
GW signal. Noises are detector-specific and come in many varieties in quite different forms. Two
major noises should be taken into consideration for the case of space experiment: shot noise and
acceleration noise. The sensitivity of SIGN can be determined in the form of fluctuation in the
strain, which represents the effect of the two noises faking a GW signal.
Interferometric detectors are limited at high frequency by shot noise which occurs because light
sources produce photons randomly. We calculate the shot noise using the uncertainty principle
∆p · ∆x = hp/(4pi) where hp is the Planck constant. It can be shown in terms of uncertainty
in photon number (∆Np) and displacement (∆x) which corresponds to the minimum detectable
change by gravitational wave such that ∆p = ∆Nphp/λ and ∆x = δLc = hLc where h is the strain
and Lc is again the characteristic length of the SIGN experiment that can be a wavelength of GW
to be detected by SIGN.
The individual photons that constitute a signal arrive at receiver at random times but with an
average rate that is proportional to the signal strength. For this type of phenomena, the number
of events that occur in a given interval τ varies statistically with the Poisson distribution. For
the optical power of a given star P , the average number of photons that arrive within time τ
9is 〈Np〉 = P (λ/hpc)τ . The root-mean-square deviation of the number arriving during a series
of intervals τ is, for Poisson statistics, given by ∆Np =
√〈Np〉. Thus, the strain h is given by
h = (λ/4piLc) · (1/
√〈Np〉) where 〈Np〉 = P (λ/hpc)τ again.
The star light of apparent magnitude of 8 yields the power of Pmag=8 ∼ 10−10 W from the
relation of mag = −(5/2) log10 (f/f0) where the reference flux is f0 = 3.08 × 10−20 erg/(s·cm2·Hz)
for R-band with λ = 0.64 µm. Note that the available power for LISA is PLISA available ∼ 2× 10−10
W. When far UV of star light with λ = 100 nm is chosen for interferometry, the minimum detectable
change from the shot noise is (10−12 m)· (λ/100 nm)1/2· (2.5(8−mag))1/2· (τ/1 sec)−1/2 where λ is
the wavelength of star light and τ is the integration time given by Lc/c and limited to the value
shorter than λGW/c where λGW is the wavelength of GW. Then the sensitivity of SIGN (hSIGN)
can be derived to
hSIGN =
(
δLc
Lc
)
·
(
Lc
`s
)
=
(
10−12 m
Lc
)
·
(
λ
100 nm
)1/2
· (2.5(8−mag))1/2 ·
(
τ
1 sec
)−1/2
·
(
Lc
`s
)
. (1)
Note that the factor (Lc/`s) comes from the first-order detector response which reflects the fact
that the separation between two satellites is not comparable to wavelength of GW.
Another component of the noise, dominant at the lower frequency range is so called acceleration
noise. For example, for the case of LISA, this is the noise due to the acceleration on a test mass.
As discussed in detail in Ref. [10], the acceleration noise becomes dominant typically below a few
mHz. The LISA Pathfinder was launched to space to measure free-fall noise in space in December
2015. Recently, the performance with the measurement of the differential acceleration noise level
for the frequency ranging from 20 µHz to above 300 Hz [13] has been released. The constant term
in the acceleration noise is estimated to be about 2×10−15 m s−2/√Hz. Based on their studies, we
assume the 1/f2 dependence of the acceleration noise for the SIGN experiment and extra 1/f term
due to the response function of SIGN at the frequency lower than fc, the characteristic frequency
of SIGN, defined as fc = c/Lc, which leads to the overall factor of 1/f
3 at the lower side of the
wing in the sensitivity. Note that the acceleration noise from the SIGN would be significantly lower
than that of the LISA because the SIGN will not host any test mass but host a simple ultrafast
photodetector for intensity interferometry as we discussed earlier. As for the orbit of the SIGN
experiment, the orbital plane of satellites in SIGN is chosen to be always perpendicular to the line
of sight for a reference star. The dominant component of the acceleration noise is the one in the
direction of line of two satellites which is identical to the path of laser for the case of LISA. However
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the path of star light is perpendicular to the line of two satellites for the case of SIGN, and thus
potential forces with the resulting acceleration noises in this direction would not affect the SIGN.
Due to minimum gravitational perturbation, long lifetime of spacecraft, and low temperature and
background environment, the L2 orbit of the Sun-Earth system is preferred for SIGN.
The detection sensitivity for the SIGN experiment takes into account the response function
which explains the geometrical configuration of the detector with respect to the GW propagation.
Hinted from LISA [25], the response function for the SIGN is assumed to have f−2 dependence at
the frequency above fc.
We choose three frequency values of fc at 10
−7, 10−5, and 10−4 Hz to represent the coverage
of SIGN detection by demonstrating the sensitivity with the assumption that the knee frequency
for each case is the same as fc. A careful noise budget analysis and a real measurement with a
pathfinder like LISA-Pathfinder will tell us the precise value of noises and their knee frequencies.
Assuming 8-mag star as a stellar source for interferometry, and 1,000 km displacement (`s)
between two satellites, we calculate the sensitivity of our SIGN experiment for GW detection in
terms of power spectral density and GW wavelength. Using Eq. (1), reflecting the shot noise and
the first order detector response, we estimate the SIGN sensitivity at 10−7, 10−5, and 10−4 Hz
frequency values, which roughly correspond to 4 months, 2 days, and 3 hours of experimental
integration time, respectively. Then we apply f−3 (f2) dependency for left (right) wings from each
fc of the chosen three values for the effect of noise and the response function of the SIGN system,
as shown in Fig. 5. The SIGN would be complementary to on-going or planned experiments by
filling a not-yet-considered range of GW bands. The SIGN would fill the gap of the range of GW
frequency with potential sources of 107 to 108 solar mass binaries.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
High precision measurements of changes in an interference pattern are especially important in the
SIGN experiment. Therefore, satellite may have a 50 cm aperture telescope to capture light from
a reference star. These optical photons from the star will be fed into the interferometer with a
high-performance photon detectors like ICCD (intensified charged-coupled device) or SiPM (silicon
photo-multiplier). The pixel field-of-view and size will be optimized to resolve this interference
pattern so as to detect changes over an elapsed time, the duration of which will depend upon the
luminosity of the stellar-source reference and the wavelength of a GW targeted for our research.
In comparison to the optical interferometers with stellar light, intensity interferometers pio-
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FIG. 5. The sensitivity of our proposed SIGN in comparison to running and planned GW experiments.
Three solid lines and curves (black) correspond to IPTA sensitivity value extracted from Ref. [26], LISA
sensitivity data from Ref. [27], and aLIGO sensitivity data from Ref. [28], from top-left to bottom-right,
as indicated with the text. The astronomical sources of GW are also indicated with four gray areas with
sources indicated with the text [26]. For the SIGN sensitivities (blue) we estimate the shot noises at 10−7,
10−5, and 10−4 Hz frequency values first using Eq. (1) where we assume experimental integration times of
4 months, 2 days, and 3 hours, respectively. Then we apply 1/f3 (f2) dependence for left (right) wings for
the effect of the noise and the response function of the SIGN system.
neered by Hanbury Brown and Twiss [29], which have been developed over the past several decades
and used to detail the structure of stellar objects, might be more attractive in long baseline exper-
iments, as discussed previously. The intensity collection method offers a great advantage for the
SIGN mission, because each of the two satellites receives light from a reference star, measures its
intensity, and relates that information to the host or the other satellite. In any case, the precise
optical and mechanical alignment to correct the orientation of the satellites between each other
and toward a reference star will be of prime importance but is surely within reach of the present
space technology.
We assume a pointing and stabilization accuracy for satellites and mirrors on the order of 1 ∼ 0.1
arcsec, which is not a challenge for our present technology. On the other hand, an additional amount
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of fuel would be necessary to compensate for the satellites’ relative orbital motions. Apart from the
selection of best orbit, implementation of satellites with their correct orbital positions or attitudes
should be carefully studied. The major concern in space technology is the accurate orientation
of astronomical devices toward their celestial coordinates and the stabilization of satellites and
mirrors. Additionally, in this particular case of SIGN, there is an additional challenge. The
maneuvering of our 2− or 3−satellite constellation to their required orbits necessitates additional
mass (propellant) for their very precise propulsion. Nevertheless, the present technology meets our
accuracy requirements for pointing and stabilization.
The operational parameters for the SIGN experiment are summarized by a nominal lifetime
to exceed 10 years; ideal orbit of L2 or heliocentric, otherwise a geosynchronous equatorial orbit
altitude of 34,000 km, for both the intensity and amplitude interferometer options; mass of less
than 500 kg each for satellite including payload with the two satellites option, whereas mass of
500 kg for the host satellite and 60 kg each for the wing satellites with the three satellite option;
launch aboard cost-effective rockets before 2030 with the total cost of less than $60 M.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We propose a new method to detect GWs, based on the space-based spatial coherence interferom-
etry using star light as opposed to conventional laser light. Two beams of light from a distant star
are used in our space-borne experiment. In contrast to existing or proposed future gravitational-
wave detectors where the plane of two laser beams are located orthogonal to the propagation
direction of gravitational waves at the maximum response to gravitational waves, our SIGN inter-
ferometer configures the direction of gravitational waves along the plane of two light beams. This
configuration is expected to reduce noises in the low-frequency range significantly. For the SIGN
experiment, important parameters include brightness, distance from us, size, and light bandwidth
of a star. The SIGN would be complementary to existing GW detectors, like laser interferometers
and pulsar timing arrays, by covering the frequency ranges of 10−7 − 10−4 Hz of GWs.
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